
INDUSTRY & FLEET
CAPABILITIES 
MARITIME OPERATIONS & SUPPORT

M A R I N E  I N D U S T R I E S  V I C T O R I A



Marine Industries Victoria (MIV) has been involved in the commercial
maritime and diving industries in Victoria for over thirty years. Through this
time, we have developed a wide range of skills and experience in
performing simple to complex marine and subsea works for a wide variety
of clients.

Specialising in vessel supply, maintenance and operations, Marine
Industries Victoria is capable of catering for the needs of many different
commercial applications.

Our vessel fleet and our ability to procure project-specific vessels makes
our organisational capabilities almost unrivalled in the passenger / crew
transfer, dive support and commercial charter sectors. The right vessel for
the right task optimises the project’s efficiency and safety. Our team of
vessel masters, deck personnel, dive supervisors and marine engineers
are among some of the most experienced and respected mariners in the
Victorian Maritime industry and beyond.

ABOUT US

Experience with Tier 1 Government Infrastructure Projects;
Local primary partner for project management of all vessel & diving
services;
Multi-purpose utility Vessels, crew transfer vessels & emergency
evacuation capabilities;
Specialist in Maritime and Diving Operations;
30 years of dive operations and supervision experience in Australian
waters;
Local work yards in Queenscliff, Portarlington, Wyndham & Martha Cove
Team experienced maritime personnel locally based for deployment
across Australia;
Local Area Knowledge certifications for Victorian waters;
Custom vessel supplier and specialised machinery.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE



At Marine Industries Victoria we pride ourselves in being able to plan and
deliver an organised and controlled project following the principles of
excellent project management practices. Marine Industries Victoria utilise
structured, developed and sound project management principles, which
result in the proven performance of meeting client demands. By using
these techniques, we are able to adapt and provide flexibility, allowing for
complete control on all project fronts resulting in project closure on time,
in budget and exceeding our clients’ expectations.

INDUSTRY CAPABILITIES

Effective cost control, the establishment and approval of budgets, and
the ongoing exercise of comparing the proposed project schedule
versus actual development stage, keeps costs low whilst maintaining
high value in the service provided;
Quality Control & Assurance Plans; coupled with an extensive electronic
Safety Management System are reviewed prior to commencement of
works and updated to suit the methodology of the proposed works,
ensuring transparency between sub-contractors and client to ensure
safe and consistent delivery of services;
Administration support services;
Equipment of the latest technologies;
Highly motivated and experienced personnel;
extensive knowledge of working in the Australian Maritime &
Infrastructure Industry;
Development of procedures, specifications and safety documentation;
Compliance with project safety and environmental requirements;
Compliance with Australian laws, regulations and industrial union
requirements;
Compliance with Client specific and other Subcontractor
recommendations;
Acquisition / manufacture on any project specific equipment;
Certification of all equipment.

KEY CAPABILITIES



FLEET CAPABILITIES

MULTICATS TUGS CREW TRANSFERBARGES

FAST RESPONSE LIVEABOARD GENERAL UTILITYDIVER SUPPORT

Having the right vessel for the job is key to the success of any project.
Many jobs require specialised craft to perform the role safely & efficiently.
We have a long history of supplying commercial vessels for various
applications – from light commercial work to Tier 1 Infrastructure Maritime
Support.

Our extensive background in the Maritime Industry backed by our inhouse
engineers, fabricators and specialised maintenance teams means that we
not only can supply the right equipment for the task but we can ensure
that it is capable of operating 24 / 7 to ensure that there is no costly down
time during a project.

Our range of craft ranges from work punts to large crew transfer vessels,
specialised tugs and barges.

Whatever your requirement we can supply or source the perfect vessel for
your needs. 



Our team has extensive experience in making straightforward above-water
tasks happen under the water in a safe and efficient manner.

From hull inspections, cleaning or anode changes through to the repair or
replacement of specialised installations, our team has the experience and
tooling to tackle the smallest pool repair through to deep ocean complex
repairs.

OTHER COMMERCIAL SERVICES
LIGHT COMMERCIAL

Our team is qualified & experienced to handle the hardest tasks and the
deepest depths in commercial diving.

No matter if your project requires demolition of the largest of structures or
high precision underwater fabrication and installation, Marine Industries
Victoria can handle your task.

Using the latest industry technologies and materials we specialise in
finding our clients the most effective application and service to meet the
project needs.  Our team is familiar with the use of all forms of underwater
testing, cutting and welding applications and can develop custom built
equipment saving our clients time and money.

Having the ability to dive is only one part of the task, having a team to
evaluate, engineer and facilitate the best method of achieving the project
means our dive teams can be more effective whilst underwater and our
results exceed client expectations.

COMMERCIAL DIVING



Our commercially recognised training and research program meets and
exceeds international marine scientific diving requirements and has been
created with the Australian Government to train scientists that take part in
marine research activities; such as surveying, monitoring and inspecting.

Our team are all trained and certified in compliance with the Australian
Standards for Occupational and Scientific Diving Operations, with
necessary skills required to conduct scientific diving under safe
circumstances and in an efficient manner.

This experience and expertise in the scientific aspect of underwater
environments coupled with the added benefit of being occupational divers
and with years of experience means that we can provide expert knowledge
with well-established methods for data collection, both qualitative and
quantitative, to cater for any project requirement our clients may require.

High resolution underwater photography and videography analysis;
Installation of remote baited camera traps for species identification;
Organism relocation with post and pre-transplant monitoring;
Taxonomic identification and biodiversity surveys;
Nekton and plankton biodiversity surveys using a range of sampling
techniques including nets and hand collection;
Benthic and epifaunal communities surveys, including algae, macro
algae, hard and oft corals and sea grass meadows;
Dredging and sediment collection;
GPS overlay drop camera work;
Water sampling for salinity, turbidity and a variety of abiotic factors;
Acoustic monitoring and mitigation measures for marine mammals in
relation to military and commercial noise pollution;
Installation and maintenance of artificial habitats;
Specific commercially operated vessels for subsea survey, dive &
scientific team support in varying conditions from inland to offshore
capabilities.

SCIENTIFIC DIVING



CONTACT US

105 CLAREMONT AVENUE
MALVERN  VIC  3144
AUSTRALIA

Contact Person: 
 Jason Salter

Position:  
CEO & Maritime Support Services

Phone:  
+61 419 886 212

Email:
jason@miv.com.au

PORT DOUGLAS & CAIRNS CBD
CAIRNS QLD 4870
AUSTRALIA

Contact Person:  
JSimon Mann

Position:  
General Manager

Phone:  
+61 498 203 250

Email:
simon@miv.com.au

MELBOURNE OFFICE CAIRNS OFFICE

www.marineindustriesvictoria.com.au


